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A special thank you to UTLA-Retired Secretary Mignon Jackson for gathering the handouts and
sharing her notes with me during my absence while I was traveling.

August 26, 2016 UTLA-Retired General Assembly Highlights
The meeting was opened with a moment of silence in memory of UTLA-Retire members Marco
Vallery and Bonnie Tompkins.
UTLA-Retired President John Perez presented his President’s Report speaking about the
contining SilverScript problems experienced by members. Contact Mariam Hironimus, LAUSD, at
miriam.hornimus@lausd.net for information about your specific issues. Also contact UTLA President
Alex Caputo-Pearl at acaputopearl@utla.net and UTLA AFT Vice President Betty Forrester at
bforrester@utla.net to make your specific SilverScript issues known to UTLA Leadership. He
continued his report and indicated that our lifetime benefits are not at risk but we might have to
contribute to the premium payment as a part of the barginning for new health benefits contracts in
early 2017.
John also spoke about the November 2017 elections. Of critical importance is the passage of
Proposition 55: The Children’s Education and Health Care Protection Act and Proposition 58: The
LEARN Initiative. Proposition 55 will maintain the current tax rates on the wealthiest Californians
(Earning more than $250,000 per year) to prevent billions of dollars in funding cuts for public
education and other vital services. Proposition 58 will make it easier to establish bilingual programs
for English Language Learners so all students can learn English as quickly as possible.
He also made a request for volunteers to work in this election either with UTLA phone banking or
with CFT or AFL-CIO in ‘battleground states’ in activities such as precint walking, voter registration,
phone banking or GOTV. Some expenses will be covered. Members interested in working with CFT
should contact retired CFT staffer Margaret Shelleda at mshjelleda@aol.com or mshelleda@cft.org.
UTLA–Retired Treasure Mike Dreebin reported an initial balance of about $52,000 in the UTLARetired budget for the new UTLA calendar year. Much of the budget will allocated to allow UTLARetired members to participate in conferences and meetings on issues affecting retirees.
Health Benefits Committee Member Loretta Toggenburger reviewed Health Benefits FAQ from
the LAUSD Health Benefits Committee that addressed ‘Your Rights as a Health Plan Member and
What to Do If…’ and ‘Autoimmune Disorders or Diseases’.
UTLA-R Vice President Cecilia Boskin presented the Membership and PACE Report and stated that
current UTLA–R membership is about 4300 members. She also stated that UTLA–R members have
contributed about $1000 to UTLA PACE so far this year. Continuing UTLA-Retired membership
recruitment is important and that current members should speak to former colleagues and friends
who have recently retired.
UTLA-R members were also reminded that their participation in the UTLA political process is still
vital and that UTLA-R member PACE contributions may be mailed to her at Cecilia Boskin, 3547

Federal Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90066. Remember that PACE contributions will fund the campaign
to elect public education advocates to office and support UTLA pro public education issues and our
contract benefits.
UTLA-R Legislative Chair Mary Rose did not submit a report.
Election Committee Member Frank Anderson announced elections for UTLA-Retired members of
the UTLA House of Representative will be held at the October 14 UTLA-Retired General Assembly
meeting and that the elections for the UTLA-Retired Steering Committee will be held at the January
20, 2017 General Assembly meeting. Refer to the UNITED TEACHER for Rules, Timeline and Forms.
Announcements:
• October 19 UTLA-R Fall Luncheon will be at Café Bizou, Sherman Oaks at 1:00PM
• Docents are being requested for Los Angeles City Hall tours
• UTLA Pre Retirement Conference will be on October 1 at UTLA
• LA County Fed will meet at 10:00AM on October 10.
• Labor Day Parade in Wilmington beginning at 10:00AM
Guest Speaker: Liz Zeliski, Ph.D., Professor of Gerentology and Psychology, University of
Southern California spoke on the topic of “How to Improve your Memory”.
Highlights Of Points And Ideas Presented
• Memory progression: acquire, store, retain, and retrieve information.
• Major processes involved in memory: encoding, storage, and retrieval.
• Specific kinds of memory problems: Transcience (information is lost), Absent mindedness,
Blocking, Misattribution, Suggestibility, Persistence
• The older we get the more we remember the positive.
• People who think their health is good have good memories.
• More education – The better we do.
• Many of things affect your memory.
• Being socially involved helps your memory
• Volunteer work helps your memory
• A Mediterranean diet helps your memory
• Brain training requires active work from you on a daily basis
• Repeat, Relive
• Employ mental flexibility
• Patience
• Stop think about the material
• Put it in writing
• Additional Research and Studies are available at USC Leonard Davis School of Gerentology
The meeting was adjourned at 12:35PM following the drawing for the flowers.

